Malaysian Smart School Courseware Usability study: The Effectiveness of Analytical Evaluation Technique Compared to Empirical Study
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Abstract: - Usability evaluation methods are used to evaluate the interaction of the human with the computer for the purpose of identifying aspects of interaction that could be improved to increase usability. This research was carried out to determine the effectiveness of analytical evaluation technique that was designed, developed and named as Jalan Rentasan Kognitif (JRK) evaluation technique. This evaluation technique was conducted on thirty-seven surrogate users that consist of courseware developers, teachers and university students using the Malaysian Smart School Mathematics courseware. The usability result was then compared statistically with the empirical usability evaluation called Task Analysis Exploratory through Observation using video camera (TAE0). The respondents of the empirical method were secondary school students who used the same courseware as one of the learning aids in school. Usability indicators used in the study were usability problems and users’ satisfaction. The study showed that the effectiveness of the two techniques was quite similar if they were used independently during the evaluation process. The usability indicators obtained in the study could be used as references in the usability comparisons of other educational courseware.
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1 Introduction
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a study that involved interaction among users, computer and tasks [6]. It also [9] related to the understanding how users use computer system to perform specific task in specific environment until the best system can be built to satisfy users requirements. Interaction between human who performed the task on the computer in specific environment consists of four elements, (i) User, (ii) Specific tasks, (iii) Specific environment and (iv) Computer System. The main element of the computer system is interface. The interface works as a medium that enables users to communicate physically and cognitively with the computer system [9]. Even though the interactions between human and computer through the system interface involve user’s physical actions towards input devices in order to produce output, but the interactions are influenced by a lot of factors that could not been seen by the users [6].

2 User and Usability Concept
Usability is a term that could usually be found in the discussions of User Centered Design (UCD) or in rules and principle of design. Usability and Usability Engineering (UE) have taken place in software engineering discipline started end of this decade. Initially, usability was based on user friendliness concept. This concept was very popular and it had been used to explain either a system was easy or difficult to be used. This definition was given by Oxford dictionary and had been argued by HCI experts. Norman and Draper [10] specifically mentioned that they do not want this concept being used in User-Center Design concept that has been introduced by them.

Usability has been defined at earlier stage based on user friendliness concept (user can easily use any particular software. Conversely, ISO DIS 9241-11 defines usability as "… the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users could achieve specified goals in particular environment" [7]. Effectiveness in this context refers to the extent to which goal can be achieved. Effectiveness measures by the ratio percentage between the achievement and goal. Efficiency meanwhile refers to the amount of effort required to accomplish a goal. Users can be said more efficient if they can accomplish a specific goal with less amount of effort as compared to the expected effort. Satisfaction refers to the level of comfort that the users feel when using a product and how acceptable the product is to users as a means of
achieving their goals [7]. ISO definition highlighted that software usability was depending on users, goals to be achieved while using the software and environments where the system being used. ISO definition clearly explains that users are the main important element in usability. User's element influenced by four main criteria which are user's experience, user's domain knowledge, user's background and age.

3 Usability Evaluation
Usability evaluation has been accepted as a tool that can provide answers regarding whether the system was designed and developed according to the user’s requirements [14]. The evaluation process consists of several task activities being implemented in order to support design [9]. The evaluation conducted in the early phase of design is to establish the right design. The main usability problems and problems related to the features and functional problems were being given more emphasis in this phase [2]. Once the design can be accepted and the goal of the design is clearly understood, the focus will be switch to the details and precise usability problem in order to design a complete interface that is free from usability problem.

3.1. Evaluation Technique
A few decades ago, various evaluation techniques have been developed to evaluate the interface design of a system. Some of the techniques were suitable to be used at the earlier stage of development process and the rest were suitable to be used once the system has being implemented. There are many types of evaluation techniques and they are different in the aspects of: (i) Based on users or experts (ii) Numbers of training needed before the evaluation process and (iii) Emphasis given to the user’s task and usability problems and many more [8] [16]; [6]; [3]; [5] used total number of usability problems in their research as a usability indicator evaluate and compare the usability evaluation techniques performance. Meanwhile, Sweeny, Maguire dan Shackel [15] has developed HCI evaluation framework and suggested that time to complete the specific task as one of the usability evaluation indicator. Grissom and Perlman [4] used time as a usability evaluation indicator when they compared the computer software. In this research study, the total number of usability problems is used as the main usability indicator in comparing the effectiveness of the two types of usability evaluation techniques. They are the analytical evaluation technique, called Pemerhatian Analisis Tugasman [1]. Jalan Rentasan Kognitif (JRK) is an evaluation technique that was developed based on Usage Centered Design and Cognitive Walkthrough evaluation technique [16].

3.2 Research Questions
Several research questions are developed to achieve research objectives. The research questions are as follows:

i. Is the effectiveness of the developed JRK evaluation technique is as the same as an empirical evaluation technique (PAT)?

ii. How are the perception levels of both users (the teachers and students) towards the capability of the evaluated courseware?

iii. Are there differences in the perception levels of the surrogate users and students toward usage of the courseware? If any, are their experiences in using the courseware affect the perception levels?

3.3 Construct, Concept and Variables
Several hypotheses are constructed to answer the above research questions. The hypotheses a constructed based on the research conceptual framework and the highly usable variables as shown in Figure 1.
The hypotheses constructed are as follows:

i. The performance/usability problem means found by the students is equal to the performance/usability problem means found by the surrogate users.

ii. The total mean score of perceptions obtained from the users are equal to the total mean score of perceptions obtained from the surrogate users.

iii. The total mean score of perceptions obtained from the users and the surrogate users are equal at each experience level in using the evaluated courseware.

4 Methodology

The aim of this research was to identify the effectiveness of the analytical usability evaluation technique (JRK) compared to the empirical usability evaluation technique (PAT). Based on the research conceptual framework as shown in Figure 1.0, a methodology called RKPM was developed and the methodology was shown in figure 2 of the following page. The courseware that has been chosen as a case study was the Smart School Courseware that was installed in 92 pilot schools since 2002. The independent variables were then analyzed statistically to check either it will or will not affect the dependent variables significantly. The main usability indicators used are: (i) Usability problems (ii) Users perception means scores.

4.1 Research Techniques

Several research techniques involved in the research methodology and they are as below:

i. Observation: Observation is related to the tasks performed by users. This technique was named PAT (Task Observations Analysis). It was designed based on Usage Centered Design. Consists of forms that have sequence actions listed to verify steps being taken by users through experiments method in the lab. Observations were also conducted through video camera to support manual observations accurateness.

ii. Exploration. Exploration performed by the surrogate users assisted by a research tools named Jalan Rentasan Kognitif (JRK) through an evaluation technique called JRK Evaluation Technique.

iii. Questionnaire/Survey: The questionnaires are designed with 5 rated guided responses. Cronbach Alpha analysis was used to test the reliability of the instrument developed for this study. The questionnaires had been given to users and surrogate users.

4.2 Samples and Population

Generally, task assignments conducted in both of the evaluation techniques represent ease of learning criteria that would specifically show the effectiveness and efficiency of the evaluated courseware in the criteria. The measurement of user's performance would refer to usability indicators. Usability indicators that were used in this research were usability problems [16] and user perceptions [11]; [4].

4.3 Jalan Rentasan Kognitif (JRK)

JRK evaluation process involves several analysts that act as surrogate users. The analysts comprise software developers, teachers and research assistant. They predicted what would induce the real users to solve problems, formulate current goal, and choose suitable actions based on the feedbacks of the system from the given actions.

Later, the analysts re-evaluate previous goal, do some modification and develop new goal for the next actions. The strengths and accurateness of this process, depends on the analysts’ interpretation that were completed based on real user background and profile (Wharton 1994). JRK evaluation technique had been developed based on Cognitive Walkthrough. However, this technique had gone through several modification processes. In addition, the procedure has been made easy and simple to be used without wide knowledge requirement in HCI.

Surrogate users that involved in the evaluation process were 37 people that comprise 18 software developers, and the rest were teachers, university students and researchers that involved in software development process. All of the respondents involved were not being paid and they were given their cooperation to help in using the evaluation technique in this research. Surrogate user samples were represented in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>location</th>
<th>Schools (ents)</th>
<th>Surrogate Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers, research assistants &amp; university Developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n: 2 (48)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n: 3 (72)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n: 2 (48)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast: 2 (48)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia: 2 (48)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples: 1 (264)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 PAT Evaluation Technique

Population samples for PAT evaluation technique consist of form 1 students and teachers of the Smart Schools (as a case study). Since Malaysia is quite a sizeable country, the cluster sampling method has been used based on location of schools and the location of the work places for the surrogate users (Refer to Table 1).

There were two groups of research sample that involved for the both techniques. The first group sample consists of 24 students that represent each school from 12 chosen Smart School. The chosen schools were from five locations category that had been discussed previously. Clustering method being used in selection of 24 students based on class performance (Excellent, Good, intermediate and weak). The samples would explore and complete the predetermined tasks analysis based on the specified modules in the courseware The second groups were the analysts or the surrogate users. They went through the same modules and complete them with the assumptions that they were the real users. Questionnaires were distributed to both samples before and after evaluation process.

5 Result

Results of this research were divided into two parts as below:
i. JRK and PAT Comparison Analysis
Independent sample t test was carried out to compare means of the two groups of evaluation techniques. Based on Lavenoe test, the variances for both samples are assumed not equal and it was found that the differences between the usability problem means of the students and the surrogate were not significant with high p value. Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted and this showed that the usability problems obtained in the JRK evaluation process was as equal as the usability problems obtained in PAT empirical evaluation process. This also means that the effectiveness of the JRK evaluation technique was as equal as the effectiveness of PAT, one of the empirical evaluation techniques.

ii. Perception
Following the introduction of the courseware to the Smart School Pilot Project, it was found that only 12% of the 609 students claimed to have frequent use of the Smart School courseware in school. Most students (73%) however revealed that they seldom used the courseware. Whilst, 11% claimed to had limited exposure to the courseware and the total of 3% of these students had never used the courseware in school. The result of the study is shown in fig. 3

As explained earlier, a study was carried out at selected schools’ samples that were located in 5 different regions and Fig. 4 indicated that the southern region with 25% and East Malaysia with 19% were ahead of the other regions in term of usage frequency of the courseware during lessons in their respective schools.

The differences in the usage frequency in school regions as shown in fig 4 were addressed by a hypothesis test. The test indicated that the usage frequency of the Smart School courseware was significantly affected by the schools’ regions with p value <0.0005.

Fig. 3 Frequency Usage of the Smart School Courseware

Fig 4 Usage Frequency of the Courseware on the Regions Basis

This section also covered the perceptions of the teachers and the students toward overall capability and potential of the Smart School courseware especially in assisting the teachers and the students in teaching and learning processes. User’s opinions were also obtained regarding the ability of the evaluated courseware to draw users and teachers interest to use it frequently, enhance their understanding in learning and the possibility of the courseware to replace conventional teaching and learning materials in the near future. The mean score for students' opinion regarding the perceptions was 6.0 (good). Meanwhile, the mean score for the surrogate users was 3.8 (medium weak). This means that the mean scores of the perceptions of these two group categories were quite distinct.

The distinction of both scores was then tested statistically using ANOVA. The result showed that there was a significant different between means score of the perceptions of the user and the user surrogate with the p value was less than 0.05. This means that the real user thought that the Smart School courseware was attractive, highly interactive, and usable and it has a potential to replace the conventional teaching and learning materials. Unfortunately, the surrogate user especially the teachers had thought otherwise. Therefore, the second
hypothesis was rejected. In the case of experience levels factor of both users in using the courseware, they were found to have no significant impact on the means score of perceptions.

6 Conclusion
In conclusion, the effectiveness of analytical usability evaluation technique called ‘Jalan Rentasan Kognitif (JRK)’ is equivalent with empirical evaluation technique. Consequently, JRK can be used independently. JRK is an evaluation technique that is performed by surrogate user. It could be used iteratively and at any stages of development processes with less cost. It could be an answer for the most objectives of the user interface system designs that is to make user requirements achievable. Usability problems and user perceptions obtained from this research can be used as usability indicators for courseware/software applications for students and teachers. This result could also be used as a guideline to evaluate effectiveness and efficiency of courseware interface usability for the mathematical subject. Meanwhile, the perceptions of the students and teachers obtained from this research provide ideas, guidance and alternative opportunity for the teachers at Smart School to vary their teaching and learning techniques in order to improve students’ performance in any particular subjects.
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